
www.miklagardarts.com

MiklagårdArts  

an innovative platform, a facilitator and connector for promoting transnational collaborations between Finland and the dynamic 
art scenes around the world  

stands for a structure where collaboration becomes a sustainable practice to produce large-scale productions.  

creates diverse content with the existing arts and cultural institutions in Helsinki 



WE FACILITATE  

artistic interventions to merge internationalism 
and locality

WE CURATE & INITIATE 

tailor made artistic ideas and stimulate creative clashes that 
arise when one confronts an unknown artistic milieu

WE BUILD BRIDGES  

to unleash the potential between arts & 
economic growth 

to unlock the territorial borders between tech-
developers and traditional cultural institutions

WE CELEBRATE 

diversity, equality 
and values of 

inclusion to foster 
cognitive diversity in 

the Finnish arts 
scene

WE SEEK TO SPARK SUSTAINABLE 

working structures for independent cultural players.  

and new forms when it comes to artistic work, structure, 
business models.



Studio Aleppo [Helsinki] @ National Museum of Finland    
5-17 August 2017  
a pop-up photo studio and exhibition for giving voice and visibility to the different citizens of Finland



A Feast of Strangers & Muse Conversations by Theodore Zeldin 
13-16 September 2019     Amos Rex Museum  
An exclusive dinner to bring together distinguished opinion leaders of Finnish cultural field around a new culture of 
dialogue & open-to-public events to bring strangers together for a-2-hour of conversation



Globe Art Point. is an umbrella association
AIM
. promoting equal working conditions for the foreign-born artists &       
cultural professional living and working in Finland 

HOW
. training 
. advocacy
. distribution of the information
. creating support group 
. lobbying with the policy makers 
. bridge building between artists & cultural workers and the Finnish 
institutions 

Globe Art Point. 
Projects

GAP LAB

Globe Art Point. 
Projects

GAP INFO

globeartpoint.fi/ 

http://www.globeartpoint.fi/


Ceyda Berk-Söderblom


Founder- CEO


info@miklagardarts.com                       


+358 50 400 25 71  

THANK YOU! 
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